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Description:
“Global Lung Cancer Vaccine Market & Pipeline Outlook 2022” report analyzes ongoing clinical and non-clinical trends in the global lung cancer vaccine market. Currently there are 3 lung cancer vaccines commercially available in the market. This report analyzes the ongoing clinical trial of 30 lung cancer vaccines in clinical pipeline and gives comprehensive clinical insight on various parameters associated with the development of the lung cancer vaccines. Currently there are 9 lung cancer vaccines in advance Phase-II clinical trials followed by 8 vaccines Phase-I/II trials.

Lung cancer is emerging as one of the most lethal malignancy having high morbidity and mortality rates across the world. High mortality rates, high unmet medical necessities and modest efficacy of presently available lung cancer therapeutics have encouraged the demand for better and efficient lung cancer vaccines. More funds are being diverted into research and development segment to come up with lung cancer vaccine having high safety and efficacy profiles. Pharmaceutical companies have recognized the marketing potential of these vaccines in generating significant revenues and providing efficient medical care to patients across the world. Lung cancer vaccine market is largely untapped and offers significant opportunities to pharmaceutical companies to occupy large market shares across the globe.

At present majority of the lung cancer vaccines are in experimental stage and are still stuck in clinical trials due to which large unmet medical demands are still to be fulfilled. Boehringer Ingelheim and CureVac are developing lung cancer vaccine called CV9202 for the treatment of lung cancer which is at higher phase of clinical trials. GlaxoSmithKline is developing MAGE-A3 lung cancer vaccine which is also under investigation for other malignancies. Cell Genesys pharmaceutical company is developing GVAX for lung cancer and many clinical end points have been achieved during investigation.

Early market introduction of these drugs will be the major factor responsible for the increased marketing potential. Over time, they are expected to generate significant revenues owing to their safety and efficacy levels but till then this gap will be filled by other therapeutics. Further, those lung cancer vaccines which will make late entry have to face competition with previously marketed lung cancer vaccines giving them severe competition. This shows that pharmaceutical companies have to introduce their products in market as soon as possible to occupy major market shares across the globe. Thus, impact of early entrant will be more in global market and help them to generate significant revenues for some time before entry of worthy competitors.

Many pharmaceutical companies have already introduces cancer vaccines in global market and lung cancer segment is expected to get its first contender in coming years. Addition of lung cancer vaccines in this segment will further increase the size of global cancer vaccine market. Several other products belonging to different cancer indication will be entering in the global market leading to further increase in the market size. Advent of lung cancer vaccines is expected to improve this situation by increasing present survival rates and improve quality of life. Introduction of lung cancer vaccines are expected to gain major market shares among other cancer vaccines due to large patient population as compared to other disease indication.
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